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Abstract— The Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC)
model is considered in several applications such as com-
munications, RADAR and audio. In case that one factor
matrix is known, the state-of-the-art closed-form scheme
Least Squares Khatri-Rao Factorization (LSKRF) can be
applied to estimate the remaining factor matrices. However,
the LSKRF has a cubic computational complexity.

In this paper a low complexity scheme known as Av-
erage Vector and Hadamard Ratio Rank One Approxi-
mation (AVEH) that refactorizes the Khatri-Rao product
into estimates of the two original matrices is proposed. In
contrast to LSKRF, AVEH possesses linear computational
complexity. The proposed solution is validated by considering
wireless systems given by the combination of Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems with Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). As shown in the
numerical simulations, in terms of symbol estimation Root
Means Squared Error (RMSE), AVEH can achieve the same
accuracy as LSKRF.

Index Terms— MIMO-OFDM, semi-blind receiver, Least
Squares Khatri-Rao Factorization, Average Vector and
Hadamard Ratio Rank One Approximation.

I. INTRODUCTION

During past decades, the use of multidimensional array
signal processing has increased in wireless communication
systems [1],[2],[3]. Several tensor based blind and semi-
blind methods for channel and symbols estimation have
been proposed in Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
systems [2].

In order to solve the problem of joint channel and
symbol estimation in MIMO-OFDM system, different
Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC) based schemes can
be applied [4], among them the Alternating Least Squares
(ALS) algorithm [5]. When one factor matrix of the tensor
data model is known (e.g: coding/precoding matrix), a
Least Squares Khatri-Rao Factorization (LSKRF) receiver
can be used [6]. For different scenarios in [2] and [3],
the LSKRF has a smaller computational complexity than
ALS.

This paper proposes the Average Vector and Hadamard
Ratio Rank One Approximation (AVEH), which is also
a closed-form scheme as LSKRF. AVEH presents linear
computational complexity, while LSKRF that is based

on singular value decomposition has cubic computational
complexity.

This paper is divided into 5 sections, including this
introduction. In Section II, the low-complexity AVEH
scheme is proposed, which can be applied for several
problems. In Section III, the MIMO-OFDM data model is
presented. Numeric simulations are shown in Section IV
and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.

Notation

Scalars are denoted by italicized letters
(a, b, . . . , A,B, . . .), vectors are written as boldface
lower-case letters (a,b, . . .), matrices as boldface capitals
(A,B, . . .), and tensors as bold calligraphic letters
(A,B, . . .). a·i ∈ CR×1 is a column vector denoting the
i-th column of A ∈ CR×I and ai· ∈ C1×R is a row
vector denoting the i-th row of A ∈ CI×R. The element
at the position (i, j) of the matrix A is given by ai,j .
The operator diag(a) forms a diagonal matrix from its
vector argument. The operator unvec

J×K
(a) reshapes the

vector a ∈ CJK into a matrix A ∈ CJ×K concatenating
the columns of a. The pointwise division of two vectors
or two matrices of equal sizes is denoted by �. The
Khatri-Rao product is denoted by � and is defined as:

A �B =

⎡⎢⎣ Bdiag(A1·)
...

Bdiag(AI·)

⎤⎥⎦ , (1)

with A ∈ CI×R, B ∈ CJ×R. The superscripts T,H ,−1 ,+

and ∗ are used for transposition, Hermitian transposition,
matrix inversion, the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of
matrices, and complex conjugation, respectively. The n-
mode vectors of a tensor are obtained by varying the n-th
index within its range (1, 2, . . . , In) and keeping all the
other indices fixed. The n-th unfolding of A is represented
by A(n), and is the matrix form of A varying the n-th
index along the rows and stacking all the other indices
along the columns of A(n). The n-mode product is defined
as the product between a matrix B and A(n), and it is
written in the following fashion A×n B. ‖ · ‖F refers to
the Frobenius norm.
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II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM: AVERAGE VECTOR AND
HADAMARD RATIO RANK ONE APPROXIMATION

(AVEH)

In this section, the Average Vector and Hadamard Ratio
Rank One Approximation (AVEH) scheme that refactor-
izes a Khatri-Rao product of two matrices into individual
estimates is proposed. The main advantage of AVEH is in
terms of computational complexity which is linear.

It is assumed a certain observation tensor Y ∈
CK×J×P with K receive antennas, J = IF time-slots
× subcarriers, and P OFDM symbol periods, has a
PARAFAC structure according to

Y = I ×1 A×2 X×3 C+N , (2)

where A ∈ CK×M is the channel matrix, X ∈ CJ×M

is the symbol matrix, and C ∈ CP×M is the precoding
matrix. These are also referred to as the factor matrices,
since they compose the observation tensor. N is a noise
tensor and the elements of I ∈ CM×M×M are equal to
1 when all indices are equal and 0 otherwise. In order to
apply AVEH to (2), one factor matrix must be known.
Therefore, without loss of generality, assume that the
factor matrix C is known and the goal is to find estimates
for the factor matrices A and X. Once C is known,
rewrite (2) in terms of its third mode unfolding as follows:

Y(3) = C(A �X)T. (3)

From (3), the problem can be stated as how to obtain
A and X from the following expression:

A �X = YT
(3)(C

T)+. (4)

Note that the i-th column of A � X ∈ CKJ×M is
equivalent to ai � xi ∈ CKJ×1, where ai ∈ CK×1 is the
i-th column of A and xi ∈ CJ×1 is the i-th column of
X. Therefore, by estimating ai and xi for each individual
i-th column of A �X, then repeating this process for all
the remaining M − 1 columns, it is possible to find the
estimated matrices A and X. Rewriting the problem as
how to estimate ai and xi given ai � xi.

To solve this problem in the noiseless case, reshape the
vector (A�X)i into a matrix F(i) of size J×K, by using
the unvec operator as follows [6]:

F(i) = unvec
J×K

(A �X)i = xi · aTi
= [a(i)1xi, a

(i)
2xi, . . . , a

(i)
Kxi]. (5)

Since all columns of F(i) in (5) are linearly dependent
on xi, summing up all the columns of F(i) returns an
estimated vector linearly dependent on xi:

K∑
k=1

F
(i)
k· = xi

K∑
k=1

a(i)k. (6)

Note that an estimated vector linearly dependent on ai
can also be obtained by summing up all rows of F(i).

The first step is to compute the average of each vector
for each dimension. This can be performed by summing
up all columns of F(i). Given Y and C, a unitary estimate
of the i-th column of the symbol matrix X is given by

x̂u
i =

K∑
k=1

F
(i)
·k∥∥∥∥ K∑

k=1

F
(i)
·k

∥∥∥∥
F

, (7)

while a unitary estimate of the i-th column of the channel
matrix A is given by

(âui )
T =

J∑
j=1

F
(i)
j·∥∥∥∥ J∑

j=1

F
(i)
j·

∥∥∥∥
F

. (8)

To estimate the magnitude of the non-unitary vectors
âi and x̂i, first compute the Hadamard ratio as follows:

Ψ(i) = F(i)
�

[
x̂u
i · (âui )T

]
. (9)

Note that in the noiseless case all elements of the matrix
Ψ(i) ∈ CJ×K are equal. Therefore, in the presence of
noise, it is possible to simply compute the average of all
elements of the matrix:

λi =
1

KJ

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

ψ
(i)
j,k. (10)

By incorporating the magnitudes, the final vectors are
given by âi =

√
λiâ

u
i and x̂i =

√
λix̂

u
i .

III. APPLICATION TO JOINT CHANNEL AND SYMBOL
ESTIMATION IN MIMO-OFDM SYSTEMS

A MIMO wireless communication system is modeled
with M transmit antennas and K receive antennas, trans-
mitting over F subcarriers by means of orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM). In the frequency-
domain, the transmission is partitioned into groups of F
neighboring subcarriers.

The transmitted information stream spans N OFDM
symbol periods, during which the channel is assumed to
remain constant. It is assumed that a small number F of
neighboring subcarriers are highly correlated so that they
are associated with the same flat fading channel coeffi-
cient. Thus, for clarity, notation focuses on a particular
group of F subcarriers.

A. Transmitted signal

At the transmitter, the N OFDM symbols are divided
into I = N/P time-slots each one spanning P sym-
bol periods. For the i-th time-slot, multi-layered space-
frequency codes (MLSFC) encoding generates the space-
frequency codeword matrix X(s(i)) ∈ CF×M , where
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Algorithm: AVEH

1 Initialization: Given Y and C
2 for i = 1, . . . ,M do

3 Compute [A �X] via (4).
4 Select the i-th column of A �X.
5 Apply the unvec operator transforming the vector

(A �X)i of size KJ × 1 into the matrix F(i)

with size J ×K as in (5).
6 Estimate the unitary version of the i-th column

of the channel matrix A,

(âui )
T =

J∑
j=1

F
(i)
j·∥∥∥∥ J∑

j=1

F
(i)
j·

∥∥∥∥2

F

.

7 Estimate the unitary version of the i-th column
of the symbol matrix X,

x̂u
i =

K∑
k=1

F
(i)
·k∥∥∥∥ K∑

k=1

F
(i)
·k

∥∥∥∥2

F

.

8 Compute the magnitude matrix Ψ(i) as shown
in (9).

9 Compute the magnitude elements λi according
to (10).

10 Multiplying each vector by λi.
11 Finally the estimated vectors are given by:

âi =
√
λiâ

u
i

and
x̂i =

√
λix̂

u
i .

12 end

s(i) = [s1(i), . . . , sR(i)]
T ∈ CR is the i-th symbol vector

at the input of the space-frequency encoder. Consider an
extended linear constellation precoding (LCP) technique
that consists in applying successive constellation rotations
across P OFDM symbols. The p-th constellation rotated
component of the space-frequency codeword is generated
by applying the transformation GM (p) yielding

X̄(i, p) = GM (p)XT(s(i)) ∈ CM×F . (11)

The GM (p) is the p-th LCP matrix defined by

GM (p)
.
=

1√
M

Θdiag(1, αp
1, . . . , α

p
M−1), (12)

where Θ ∈ CM×M is a discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
matrix and αm = exp(jφm) is the elementary rotation.

The value of φm can be optimized for a given number
M and modulation type [10]. A simple yet suboptimal
choice is given by φm = 2π(m − 1)/M . Note that the
compound LCP matrix GM (p) is given by the product
of a fixed precoding matrix and a time-varying rotation
matrix.

B. Received signal

Defining H ∈ CK×M as the channel matrix, the
received signal associated for the i-th time-slot and the
p-th symbol period can be written as:

Y(i, p) = HGM (p)XT(s(i)) +N(i, p) ∈ CK×F , (13)

where N ∈ CP×M is a noise matrix.
Concatenating Y(1, p), . . . ,Y(I, p) column-wise along

the frequency dimension and using (12), it is convenient
to rewrite (13) as follows:

Y(p) =
1√
M

HΘdiag(Cp·)XT(s) +N(p), (14)

where C is a Vandermonde matrix,

C =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 α1

1 · · · α1
M−1

1 α2
1 · · · α2

M−1
...

... · · · ...
1 αP

1 · · · αP
M−1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ CP×M , (15)

that collects the phase rotations.
The LCP-based orthogonal space-frequency block code

(OSFBC) system assumes a received data as third or-
der tensor with PARAFAC data model [4] (also called
CANDECOMP [11]). The use of PARAFAC modeling is
motivated by the fact that the set of K × J received data
matrices {Y(1), . . . ,Y(P )} can be organized in a three-
way array Y ∈ CK×J×P whose dimensions are given
by:

• K: number of receive antennas.
• J = IF : number of time-slots × number of subcar-

riers.
• P : number of precoded OFDM symbols.

Each entry yk,j,p of this three-way array admits a
PARAFAC decomposition as shown in (2), where A =
1√
M
HΘ.

For a sufficient condition of uniqueness for the
PARAFAC model applied to MIMO-OFDM, refer to [3].

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Numerical simulations results for the performance eval-
uation of the proposed AVEH blind receiver are presented.
The figures of merit evaluated consider symbol estimation
RMSE, channel estimation RMSE and processing time.
Each result represents an average of at least 1000 Monte
Carlo runs. The transmitted symbols in each run are
drawn from BPSK modulation, i.e., X is real-valued.
The additive noise power is generated according to the
prescribed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value given by
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SNR=10 log10(σ
2
s/σ

2
n), where σ2

s is the signal power and
σ2
n is the noise power.
In these simulations it is assumed K = 4, I = 20,

and F = 2 with a complex-valued offset channel and
a real-valued Gaussian symbol data generated via non-
negative PAM. Note that the fact that modulation is non-
negative makes it so (7) and (8) don’t need to be correct
my multiplying by −1 to maximize the sum of vectors.

Fig. 1 shows the RMSE vs. SNR performance. Note that
both curves very nearly overlap despite the complexity of
AVEH being linear and the complexity of LSKRF being
cubic. Fig. 2 shows, in terms of RMSE vs. SNR, the
channel estimation.

Fig. 3 depicts the processing time in seconds versus
SNR (dB). The processing time for AVEH is smaller than
for LSKRF.
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Fig. 1. RMSE vs. SNR, complex-valued channel data generating and
real-valued symbol data generating for K = 4, I = 20, and F = 2 in
MIMO-OFDM system.
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Fig. 2. Channel estimation RMSE vs. SNR, complex-valued channel
data generating and real-valued symbol data generating for K = 4,
I = 20, and F = 2 in MIMO-OFDM system.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper the Average Vector and Hadamard Ratio
Rank One Approximation (AVEH) scheme is proposed,
which is also a closed-form scheme as LSKRF, but
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Fig. 3. Processing time vs. SNR, complex-valued channel data
generating and real-valued symbol data generating for K = 4, I = 20,
and F = 2 in MIMO-OFDM system.

with linear complexity. This scheme presents an accuracy
similar to the state-of-the-art scheme in the literature.
Although not described in this paper, since this scheme
is closed-form, it can also be easily parallelized similarly
to the LSKRF. Our scheme can be applied in several
other applications, where the Least Squares Khatri-Rao
Factorization (LSKRF) has been applied.
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